The Hill School Class Day Awards
2022-2023

For Excellence in English

English 4
Prize Winner: MoniYah Person-Henderson
Hon. Mention: Thomas McDonough

English 4 AP Literature
Prize Winner: Aman Gupta
Hon. Mention: Aidan Ma

Multimedia Journalism
Prize Winner: Sarah Kenvin
Hon. Mention: Gavin Grady

Multimedia Journalism Honors
Prize Winner: Emilie Kirschner
Hon. Mention: Elizabeth Hopper

The English Poetical Composition Prize
Prize Winner: David Spencer

The Jasper Stahl-Paul Chancellor Memorial Prize for Excellence in Humanities 4 AP
Prize Winner: Casey Li
Hon. Mention: Payton Jobson

For Excellence in Classics

Advanced Latin Seminar
Prize Winner: Luke Gerdeman

The Curtiss Cummings Prize in Greek
Prize Winner: Jifan Zhu

The Curtiss Cummings Prize in Latin
Prize Winner: Oluwatofe Akinyanmi

For Excellence in World Languages

Arabic 3 Honors
Prize Winner: Nimalashree Sivakumar

Chinese AP
Prize Winner: Angelina Chi

Chinese 5: Advanced Seminar
Prize Winner: Cecile Wegman

French 4 Honors
Hon Mention: Paige Hartshorn

Advanced French Seminar: Cinema
Prize Winner: Mollie Marcheskie
Hon. Mention: Rosa Rodriguez-Ristori

Spanish 4 Honors
Prize Winner: Kate Piper Schmidt

Spanish Language & Culture AP
Prize Winner: Hanqi Shang

Spanish Literature AP
Prize Winner: Cordelia Davies

The Robert H. Demaree Prize for Excellence in Spanish
Prize Winner: Cordelia Davies

For Excellence in the Arts

Jazz Ensemble
Prize Winner: Ric Tianyu Guan
Hon. Mention: Georgy Burkov

Orchestra
Prize Winner: Casey Li
Hon. Mention: Kelly Grable

Class Piano
Prize Winner: Rocco Bressi
Hon. Mention: Benjamin Wang

Digital Music:
Prize Winner: Dante McQueen

Advanced Dance Fundamentals
Prize Winner: Meena Ali
Hon. Mention: Carmelita Robinson

Hilltones
Hon. Mention: Ethan Ambrossi
For Excellence in Mathematics
Integrated Mathematics 44
Prize Winner: Ric Tianyu Guan
Hon. Mention: Joshua Cameron
Applied Mathematics
Prize Winner: William Reger
Hon. Mention: Thomas McDonough
Calculus Honors
Prize Winner: Meena Ali
Hon Mention: Heather Marley
Statistics AP
Prize Winner: Hala Silverstein
Graph Theory and Proof
Prize Winner: Jifan Zhu
Hon. Mention: Hanqi Shang
The Yi-Cha Lee Prize awarded by the Mathematics Department to that Sixth Former who excels in the study of Mathematics
Prize Winner: Jifan Zhu

For Excellence in Science
Anatomy and Physiology
Hon. Mention: Phillip Kunkel-Quesada
Biology AP
Hon. Mention: Jacob Moshang
Physics C AP Electricity & Magnetism
Prize Winner: Khoa Cao
Hon. Mention: Jifan Zhu
Chemistry AP
Prize Winner: Nicholas Valoret
Environmental Science
Prize Winner: Jesse Corser-James
Advanced Environmental Science Seminar
Prize Winner: Emilie Kirschner
Hon. Mention: Jacob Moshang
Quadrivium Scholars
Prize Winner: Aman Gupta
The George C. Brooke Memorial Prize for Excellence in Biology Lab
Prize Winner: Cecile Wegman
Samuel B. Schaadt Memorial Prize for Excellence in Chemistry Laboratory
Prize Winner: Angelina Chi
The Keith A. Topfer Prize for Outstanding Achievement in the study of Advanced Physics
Prize Winner: David Spencer
The George C. Whiteley, Jr. Prize given to that Sixth Former who demonstrated an interest and excellence in all sciences
Prize Winner: Caeli Robinson

Special Prizes
The Andrew L. Green ’95 Alumni Class Secretary Award to the Sixth Form Student elected by his or her peers to Represent the class in The Hill School Alumni Association. The Award is named in memory of Andrew L. Green, the Class of 1995 Secretary, who loyally served his Class and The Hill until his untimely Death in 1999.
Prize Winners: Joseph Asterino & Kerry Elliott
The David Dougherty Award, in honor of The Hill School’s tenth headmaster, recognizes the President of the Sixth Form and the School’s Commitment to preparing all of its students for leadership in the future.
Prize Winners: Wai Ting Li & William Sims

The Katherine Dougherty Award, in honor of the wife of the former headmaster, is presented to the President of the Honor Council who is responsible for promoting the School’s Honor Code and its tradition of “Whatsoever Things Are True.”
Prize Winner: Oluwadamilola Odubona

Dean’s List
Oluwatofe Akinyanmi
Anthony Basile
Khoa Cao
Anna Carroll
Angelina Chi
Margaret Classon
Cordelia Davies
Hongze Gan
Luke Gerdeman
Aman Gupta
John Ju
Emilie Kirschner
Haocheng Li
Wai Ting Li
Ziyue Ling
Grant Lupien
Carolyn McNay
Jacob Moshang
Caden Olenczak
Hanqi Shang
Hala Silverstein
William Sims
Nimalashree Sivakumar
Hunter Sloan
David Spencer
Madison Timbrook
Nicholas Valoret
Cecile Wegman
Kefei Zhou
Zhijian Zhou
Jifan Zhu
Colette Zidek

Honors Independent Studies
Payton Jobson
Hanqi Shang

National Merit Winner
Jifan Zhu
The John Mauger Award to that Sixth Former who has gained honor and respect through energetic participation in athletics
Prize Winners: Jacob Moshang & Colette Zidek

The Richard E. O'Shaughnessy Award given to that Sixth Former who has demonstrated the most consistent effort to reach athletic potential, to support teammates, and to serve the School through athletics
Prize Winner: Thomas Leggett

Major H Blanket Award
8+ Letters
Quintin Craig
Rose Flaherty
Annabella Schafer
Lucas Steinmetz
Jake Voynar

11+ Letters
Kate Piper Schmidt

U.S. Armed Forces Service
US Naval Academy
Joseph Bucci
Aiden Day
Gavin Grady
Alex Murray
Alejandro Schmidt Corujo

US Air Force Academy
Thomas Leggett

Zero Demerits for Hill Career
Zoe Brafman – 3 years
Hunter Sloan – 3 years
Olivia Cimorelli – 4 years

Cum Laude Society
Current Members
Khoa Cao
Luke Gerdeman
Aman Gupta
Carolyn McNay
Jifan Zhu

New Members
Anna Carroll
Haocheng Li
Wai Ting Li
Hanqi Shang
Cecile Wegman
Zhijian Zhou